
GENOTYPE BY ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION IN THE CONTEXT 
OF ANIMAL BREEDING (1)

Interaccion genotipo-medio ambiente en el contexto de la crfa animal 

Interaction genotype-milieu dans le contexte de I’elevage animal

S. P. WILSON 4

It is well established that phenotypic expressions, of differences in genotypes 
are not consistent over ah environments. In other words, genotype by environ
m ent interactions do occur. Certainly, plant breeders have long since recognized 
the need for producing specific strains and varieties tha t are particularly well 
suited to a given environment. This concept is not so widespread in animal pro
duction but there are some examples.

Genotype by environm ent interactions occur in two forms. First, there is the 
classic situation where phenotypic expression of the various genotypes changes 
over environments in such a way that changes in rank occur as follows.

Environments

Genotypes 1 2

A X X

B x + a x —

where x is the subclass m ean and a and b are increases or decreases in that 
mean. In  the second case, the magnitude of the phenotypic differences among the
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different genotypes changes over environments, but changes in rank do not occur. 
Such a situation is shown below:

E n v iro n m e n ts

G enotypes 1 2

A X  X

B x +  a  x +  a  b

D ickerson  (1962) listed the environmental factors tha t can alter the phenotypic 
expression of genetic differences and thus produce interaction. They are: (1) 
external physical influences, (2) background genotype, (3) m aternal effects, (4) social 
climate, and (5) economic forces.

I nteraction  and selection

W hether selection should be practiced under ideal environmental conditions or 
under conditions less favorable in still an unsolved question. H ammond (1947) 
argued that progress can be maximized by selecting under conditions most 
favorable to the expression of the trait. However, there is reason to believe that 
genetic superiority in one environment may not hold for other environmental condi
tions. F alconer (1952) defined the phenotypic expressions of the same genotype 
in two different environments as different tra its  and, therefore, extended the 
concept of genetic correlation ( H azel et al., 1943) to this situation. This concept 
allows one to estimate the relative progress that can be made from direct 
selection for perform ance in a given environment or from  indirect selection prac
ticed in a different environment. L erner  (1958) outlined the situation as follows: 
let characters A and B stand for perform ance (expressed in standard deviations) 
of some tra it under two environments. Direct selection for A will produce gains 
proportional to h2a (since AGa = BiaGa)- Selection for A on the basis of B will be 
(all else being equal) proportional to hB Tab when AG =  genetic change, h2 =  heritabi- 
lity, i =  selection differential in standard deviation units, g =  genetic standard 
deviation, and r = genetic correlation. When the quantity  hB Yab exceeds /? ■, indi
rect selection is more efficient than direct selection. However, G X E  interaction 
reduces Tab and may make selection in one environm ent for perform ance in another 
ra ther useless.

D ickerson  (1962) presented the method for determ ining genetic correlation in 
term s of genetic and genotype by environment variance components. This develop
m ent with examples is utilized in this paper.

The appropriate product-moment estim ates of genetic correlation (rc) can be 
obtained from the genetic components of variance and covariance for any pair 
of environments. However, when larger num bers of environm ents are involved,
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it would be m ore convenient to estim ate the average degree of genetic correlation 
from the ordinary components of variance for genotypes (V across environments)

<?c
and for interaction (<j\,r) by the intra-class method as rV, = -------------- . However,

CT2g +  C2G£
the interaction component ( a2c e )  includes any real deviations of subclass means 
(*'• e-< in excess of deviations expected from  error variation w ithin subclasses) 
from  their expectations based upon the average absolute effects of the respective 
genotypes and environm ents, w hether these deviation do or do not reduce the 
product-moment genetic correlation. For this reason, the degree of under-esti
mation of genetic correlation likely in using the intra-class ra ther than the pro
duct-moment method, w ith several types of interaction, will be considered.

In  the examples which follow (Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4), it is assum ed that both 
the genotypes and the environments analysed are random  samples from larger 
populations, but tha t the subclass values shown are free of erro r from intra-class 
variability. If the genotypes and the environments have strictly additive absolute 
effects (Table 1), the product-moment correlation between perform ances of the

TABLE 1

Additive genetic and environmental action and interaction 
(D ickerson, 1962)

(rc = 1, r'c = 1)

Environments
trains

I II III
Av.

A 60 80 100 80
B 50 70 90 70
C 40 60 80 60

Av. 50 70 90 70

same genotype in different environments is unity (rG — 1) and analysis of variance 
yields zero estim ate of interaction (<y2GE =  0) so that the intra-class correlation 
also is unity

ff2c
( r ’c = ----------------- =  1)

<72g +

Assuming strictly  proportional or multiplicative genetic and environmental 
effects (Table 2), the true genetic correlation remains unity (rc =  1), but analysis 
of variance shows pseudo-interaction amounting to 4.0/66.7 or 6 % of the variance 
among genotypes w ithin the same environment. In other words, 94 % of the 
genetic variance w ithin environments (<y2G +  <fGE) is due to the average absolute 
genetic effects. The intra-class genetic correlation would thus underestim ate the
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real genetic correlation by only about 6%  (i. e., r'c = 62.7/66.7 =  0.94, compared 
with rG = 1) in this example. These results are in precise agreem ent w ith R obert
son 's (1959) general form ula for the inflation of the interaction component of

TABLE 2

P roportional genetic AND ENVIRONMENTAL
(D ickerson, 1962) 

( rc =  1, r G =  0.94)

ACTION AND INTERACTION

Strains
I

Environments

II h i
Av.

A 60 80 100 80
B 54 72 90 72
C 48 64 80 64

Av. 54 72 90 72

variance due to differences between environm ents in scale of the genetic effects. 
The expectation for the standard interaction component of variance being the 
average value of

(<r a  —  ffc,)2
<J2ge = -------------- + Oci ffc/ (1 — rcij) = v  (ffci) + Oc; ffci (1 — rGij)

2

for all possible pairings of environments, where erGi and cGj are square roots of 
the corresponding genetic variances w ithin environm ents i and j, and rGli is the 
product-moment correlation between rankings of the same genotype in each pair 
of environments.

Where a  num ber (k) of environments are involved, the mean value of 
/  f f c — ffc j \ 2

-  ) is simply the variance of the genetic scales ( i. e. of the crGi) among
\ 2 /
the k environments, or V (ffGi). I t is far sim pler to com pute the genetic component 
of variance (ff2Gi =  tr2G + tr2GE) separately w ithin each environm ent than to compu
te rc separately for all pairings of environments. The ratio  of the true genetic 
correlation (rG) to the intra-class estim ate (r'c) is:

V(ffa)
1 + --------------------

C72G, -  V  (a,„)

and the standard  interaction component (s2ge) can be corrected for this bias 
before computing the intra-class genetic correlation as:

<y2c
adj. r' c= --------------- , where crV  =  <t2ge — V (<rGi).

crG2 +  o'2 ge
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Probably the m ost common type of true genotype by environment interaction 
involves environm ental thresholds which reduce or, at the extreme, completely 
prevent o r reverse expression of genetic differences (Table 3). For example, genetic 
differences in  resistance to  disease may be expressed nicely under usual exposure, 
but be overridden by massive exposure or be undetected in the absence of 
exposure. To the extent tha t genetic effects of interest are differentially suppres
sed in some of the environments, the average real genetic correlation (rG) from 
one environm ent to another naturally is reduced. This reduction is exaggerated in 
the intra-class genetic correlation due again to the inflated interaction component 
(r'c = 454.17/666.67 =  0.68 compared with average product-moment ra = 454/486 = 
=  0.93 in Table 3). Applying the correction for variance in genetic scale between 
environm ents [V (erGi) =  178.6] reduces interaction from  212.5 to 33.9, adjusting 
the intra-class correlation to adj. r'c = 454/488 = 0.93, which agrees w ith the pooled 
product-moment estim ate of rc.

TABLE 3

T h r e s h o l d  genetic and environmental action and interaction 
(D ickerson, 1962)

(rc = 0.93, r'c = 0.68)

Environments
Strains

I II III
Av.

A 85 100 100 95
B 50 90 100 80
C 15 50 85 50

Av. 50 80 95 75

In the event of real negative genetic correlation between genetic rankings in 
different environm ents, the standard analysis of variance yields a real negative 
estim ate of the variance component, which corresponds exactly to the pooled 
covariance (i. e. <r2c =  crG„), and when the interaction component is adjusted for 
variation in genetic scale between environments, the pooled product-moment 
genetic correlation and the adjusted intra-class genetic correlation give the same 
result

<ran tFo
rG = ----------= ---------------------------

Cct 07,/ CT2g + &2ge — F (ffc,-)

In  an analysis of biological data, the total covariances and interactions encoun
tered will be a complex m ixture of many components, resulting in less predictable 
interactions, as illustrated  in Table 4. In this numerical example, the pooled 
product-moment genetic correlation and the intra-class genetic correlation are
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similar (rG = 0.27 and r'G = 0.25) because the interaction due to environmental 
effects on genetic scaling is small [<t2ge — V  (ffGi) =  150 — 16.4 and adj. r'G =  50/ 
183.6 = 0.27],

In  general, the standard analysis of variance is a satisfactory m ethod of 
estim ating interaction and intra-class genetic correlation provided, (1) adjustm ent 
is made for any im portant variation between environm ents in the scale of genetic 
effects (i. e., for inter-environmental variance in the intra-environm ental c-Gl) and
(2) the variance component for average genetic ranking across all environments 
is interpreted as the average co-variance for the same genotype in different 
environments (i. e., a2c =  <rGi;), to include the possibility of negative genetic cor
relation.

TABLE 4

R andom genetic and environmental action and interaction 
(D ickerson, 1962)

( rG =  0.27, r’G =  0.25)

Environments
Strains

i II III
Av.

A 85 95 90 90
B 50 90 100 80
C 60 70 80 70

Av. 65 85 90 80

In practice, we can single out only certain m ajor environm ental factors or sub
groups of environmental influences for analysis. Within such m ajor environmental 
classes, innumerable gradations, combinations and sequences of environmental 
effects occur. Not only the average effects of the micro-environments but also 
their interactions with all levels of genetic variation (strains, sire and dam 
progenies, etc.) are included in our usual estim ates of environmental variance, 
provided they are distributed randomly among the genetic classes.

The genetic change in average perform ance of a tra it selected simultaneously 
over all environments, relative to selecting tha t tra it in a single environment, is 
dependent upon the num ber of environments or tra its  ( k ) and the correlation 
(r„) between phenotypic expression of the same genotype in different environ
ments. D ic k e r s o n  et al. (1954) gave the relative response as:

AG when k  >  1 j k

AG when k  =  1 1 +  ( k  — 1)  r :j

This derivation assumes equal importance, variability, heritability and inter-cor
relation among the k variables. Obviously, as r,, becomes smaller, the advantage 
for selection over all environments is increased.
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E x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s u l t s

Small animals: In  a classical experiment utilizing mice, F a l c o n e r  and L a ty - 

s z e w s k i  (1952) selected w ithin standardized litters for high body weight on normal 
and restricted diets. The restriction to 75 % of normal intake was imposed during 
the period of 3 to 6 weeks of age. The results of this experiment are shown in 
Figure 1. Weight increased under selection in both strains; the average increase 
per generation was 0.33 g, o r 1.5 % of the unselected weight in the full diet line, 
and 0.26 g, o r 1.3 % in the restricted diet line. Heritability was higher in the 
restricted diet line, being 0.29 on restricted and 0.20 on full diet. Exchanges of

F igure 1. R esponses to  se lec tion  fo r 6-week w eigh t in  m ice on  fu ll 
a n d  re s tr ic te d  d ie ts. P o in ts  connected  by  b ro k en  lines a re  m ean s of 
m ice ra is e d  on  exchanged  d ie ts (F alconer an d  Latyszewski, 1952).

nutritional level were m ade between the lines after 5, 7, and 8 generations of 
selection. When reared  on the restricted diet, the restricted diet line was superior 
in 6-week weight; the full diet line showed no improvement over the unselected 
level. When reared  on full diet, the full diet line was a bit larger than mice 
selected on the restricted diet. However, this difference was small, and mice 
from  the restricted  line showed a marked improvement over the unselected 
level on full diet. Thus, improvement of the genotype for rapid growth on 
the high plane of nutrition  carried with it no improvement for growth on the 
low plane. But, im provem ent of the genotype for growth on the low plane pro
duced a considerable im provem ent for growth on the high plane.

A second experim ent w ith mice concerning selection on optimal and sub- 
optimal diets was reported by F a l c o n e r  (1960). The selected tra its were high and
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low body-weight-gain from 21 to 42 days of age. The diets were norm al and high 
fibre. The la tter reduced growth from 21 to 42 days by about 20 %. Results of 
this experiment (Figure 2) show that 21 to 42 day weight, when m easured on the 
optimal diet, was increased almost as much by selection on sub-optimal as on the 
optimal diet, but growth on sub-optimal was not increased at all by selection 
on optimal. In this and the previous experim ent by F a l c o n e r  and L a t y s z e w s k i  

(1952), selection on the optim al diets improved only grow th on optimal, but 
selection on sub-optimal improved growth on both diets. Results of the two 
experiments mentioned here indicate that it may be b etter to select under the

G EN E R A T IO N S

F i g u r e  2. Responses to selection in mice for body weight gain from 21 to 42 days of 
age on high and low planes of nutrition ( F a l c o n e r , 1960).
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w orst ra ther than the best environmental conditions if the selected population 
is expected to perform  over a range of environments. I t  is also of interest that 
the mice selected for increased growth on the sub-optimal diet were less fat and 
were b etter m others than those selected on the optimal diet.

R o b e r t s o n  (1959), working with Drosophila, reported that lines selected for 
large and small body size showed relatively larger declines when grown on sub- 
optim al diets than  did individuals from  the unselected population. However, 
highly inbred lines did not show reduction in excess of the parent population. The 
relatively large reduction in body size when subjected to sub-optimal conditions 
was peculiarly characteristic of the selected lines.

W i l s o n  et al. (1972) reported  results from  a mouse experiment in which geneti
cally different lines were subjected to low (12 °C), interm ediate (21 “C), and high 
(30 °C) tem peratures. Genotype by environment interactions were generally un
im portant. Exceptions were litte r size at birth, body weight gain from  21 to 42 
days of age, adrenal weight, and blood corticoid concentration. Neither high nor 
low tem peratures had a consistent effect on phenotypic variances or on the ratio 
of additive genetic variance to phenotypic variance. There was no indication that 
selection response could be increased by subjecting mice to tem perature stress 
during the selective process.

TABLE 5

D ir e c t  (R) and  c o r r e la t ed  r e s p o n s e s  (CR) i n  pu pa l  w e ig h t  o f  p o p u l a t io n s  selected 
i n  e i t h e r  WET o r  DRY e n v ir o m e n t s  and tested  i n  b o t h  (pg/gen.)

(B e ll , 1969)

Environments
Population

WET DRY

Replicate 1
WET 175 (R) 98 (CR)
DRY 175 (CR) 152 (R)

Replicate 2
WET 160 (R) 95 (CR)
DRY 156 (CR) 114 (R)

B e l l  and M c N a r y  ( 1 9 6 3 )  selected for increased pupal weight of Tribolium  in 
two environm ents which differed only in levels of humidity. The optimal and sub- 
optim al environm ents had 70 % and 40 % relative humidities, respectively. Results 
of this experim ent are shown in Table 5. The significant finding was that selec
tion for growth in the sub-optimal environment gave a correlated response in 
optim al equal in both replications to the direct response of selection under 
optim um  conditions. I t  was suggested that the increased efficiency of selection in 
the sub-optimal environm ent for improving pupal weight in both environments 
was due prim arily  to higher effective genetic correlation.

H a r d in  et al. (1966) studied larval weight in two strains of Tribolium  in a 
factorial design involving two levels of hum idity and three levels of nutritional
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ingredients. There were significant interactions of genotypes w ith levels of humi
dity and w ith the three nutritional ingredients. H ardin and B ell (1967) reported 
results from an eight generation experiment in which selection was for high and 
low larval weight of Tribolium  under good and poor nutritional conditions. 
There were four replications. Results were consistent over replications (Table 6) 
in tha t maximum performance in a single environm ent resulted from  selection 
in that environment, and maximum average perform ances resulted from  selection 
in poor environment.

TABLE 6

Direct and correlated responses (10~2 mg) of 13-day larval w eight to eight generations 
of H ig h -Low selection on performance in one environment

(H ardin and Bell, 1966)

Test environments

Population Rep.

High Good .................................. 1
2
3
4

Av.
High Poor ................................... 1

2
3
4

Av.
Low Good ...................................  1

2
3
4

Av.
Low Poor ....................................  1

2
3
4

Av.

Good Poor Av.

+ 7.2 + 2.0 +  4.6
+ 9.3 +  1.4 +  5.4
+ 8.2 +  1.3 +  3.5
+ 8.7 +  1.6 +  5.2
+ 8.4 +  1.6 +  5.0

+ 4.2 +  8.7 +  6.5
+ 4.2 +  11.3 +  7.8
+ 3.4 +  8.8 +  6.1
+ 2.7 +  6.3 +  4.5
+ 3.6 +  8.8 +  6.2
___ 16.0 — 7.8 — 11.9
— 20.6 — 10.4 — 15.0
— 16.0 — 7.2 — 11.6
— 19.7 — 8.8 — 14.3
— 18.1 — 8.6 — 13.2

-15.4 — 10.8 — 13.1
— 10.1 — 10.3 — 10.2
— 12.5 — 10.9 — 11.7

17.0 — 10.9 — 14.0
13.8 — 10.7 — 12.3

A study by Y amada and B ell (1969) included the same selected lines of the 
previous study (H ardin and B ell, 1967) plus populations selected each generation 
on (1) average performance under GOOD and POOR nu trition  and (2) perform ance 
under each level of nutrition in alternating generations. Selection was for large 
and small 13-day larval weight. The study continued for 16 generations and there 
were two replications. Direct selection responses exceeded correlated responses 
under both levels of nutrition, and average perform ance of lines selected for 
large size under POOR exceeded average perform ance of lines selected for large 
size under GOOD. Those populations selected for average perform ance on the 
two rations were not superior for this trait. Asymmetrical responses were obser-
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ved to be dependent on the environment of selection. When selection was based 
on perform ance in the optim al environment, response for small size was greater. 
The situation in the sub-optimal environment was reversed.

B ray et al. (1962) reported  that a control line m ust be sim ilar to the selected 
line in genotype and tim e in order for its reactions to environm ental shifts to 
be sim ilar to the selected line. If these conditions are not met, genotype by environ
m ent interactions may contribute to faulty comparisons.

Poultry: Genotype by environment interactions brought about by genetic
differences in disease resistance under variable exposure were dem onstrated by 
H utt et al. (1945). Lamoreux and H utt (1948) dem onstrated G X E  interactions 
in sensitivity to nutritional deficiencies. Gowe and Wakely (1954) reported no real 
shifts in ranking of 19 sire progeny groups or four strains over five geographical 
locations for hen-housed o r survivor’s egg production. Also, Lowery et al. (1956) 
were unable to dem onstrate any real shifts in ranking of sire and dam  progenies 
between floor and cage housing, when no other known environmental differences 
were involved. However, Gowe (1956) found highly significant interactions of seven 
Leghorn strains w ith cage and floor housing for March body weight (ra =  0.30) 
and survivor egg production (rG — 0.25) but no indication of any interaction for 
hen-housed production, sexual m aturity, or March egg weight.

D ickerson (1962) utilized data from H ill  and N ordskog (1956) and N ordskog 
and K empthorn (1960) to  develop inform ation concerning the interactions of stocks 
and farm  environm ents for several traits. Im portant and highly significant stock 
by farm  interactions were found, especially for adult m ortality (rG =  0.03) but 
also for egg production, income index, sexual m aturity, and egg size {ra = 0.60, 
0.70, 0.75 and 0.80). Interaction  was not significant for album en score, body weight, 
or specific gravity of eggs. California Random Sample Test data (D ickerson and 
Abplanalp, 1956) indicated sim ilar degrees of significant stock by year interactions 
for all tra its except laying-house mortality. Changes in rankings of stocks over 
years included any year to year changes that might occur in the genetic constitu
tion of any stock. Inform ation from  the production of a large num ber of m ating 
combinations distributed  over several widely scattered commercial farms in Cali
fornia indicates that the environmental differences between such farm s do cause 
im portant shifts in perform ance rankings of genetic stocks (D ickerson, 1962). This 
was particularly  true for m ortality, but also for sexual m aturity, egg production, 
shell strength, tem peram ent, and sometimes even for blood spots, shell color, 
egg weight, and album en score.

A series of reports (T indell et al., \% la, 1968a, b; M arks et a l, 1969b) describ
ing the results of w ork w ith broiler stocks in the Southern Regional Poultry 
Breeding Project, U. S. A., indicates that significant interactions of stocks w ith 
environments do occur. However, these G X E  interactions accounted for less 
than 5 % of the to tal variation. Repeatabilities of stocks perform ance from 
location to  location for body weights a t 2, 4, 6, and 8 weeks of age ranged from 
0.96 to 0.99. The work of this group w ith egg production stocks (T indell et al., 
1967b; Marks et al., 1969a, c) indicates results similar to their w ork w ith broiler 
stocks. There were some significant stock by location and stock by year inter
actions and some m inor rank changes, but the percentages of total variation 
accounted for by these interactions were consistently small.
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Marks et at. (1970) studied the relationship between cage density and production 
of commercial egg-laying stocks. Six stocks w ere placed in one-, two-, and five- 
bird cages. Densities were 1125, 562, and 750 cm2 per bird, respectively. Stock by 
cage density interactions were not significant except for 300-day body weight in 
one trial. There were some shifts in rankings of stocks over environments; 
however, for percent hen-day egg production, two stocks exceeded the o ther four 
a t all density levels.

Large Animals: Though experimental data w ith large animals are not exten
sive, there is inform ation from several studies conducted to investigate the role

Figure 3. Responses to selection in pigs for average daily gain from weaning to 68 
kilograms on high and low planes of nutrition (F owler and E nsminger, 1960).

of genotype by environment interactions in the production of swine, cattle, and 
sheep.

Fowler and E nsminger (1960) randomly divided a crossbred population of 
swine into two lines. One was selected for increased average daily gain from 
weaning to 68 kilograms under a full-feeding regime (H). The other line was 
selected for the same tra it under limited feeding of 70 % as much feed as the 
full-fed group (L). After six generations, each line was divided into two sub-lines. 
These sub-lines were designated HH, high plane rem aining on high plane; HL, 
high plane shifted to low plane; LL, low plane rem aining on low plane; and 
LH, low plane shifted to high plane. The four sub-lines were carried through the 
ninth generation to evaluate the performance of each line on the o ther nutritional
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level. Results of this study (Figure 3) indicate that some G x  E  interaction for 
response to selection did occur. However, the differences between the lines selec
ted on high and low planes of nutrition when compared under full or limited 
feeding regimes were small. There seemed to be a bit of an advantage in favor 
of the lines selected under the low plane of nutrition.

An arlier study by K ristjansson  (1957) compared the perform ances of four sire 
groups of Yorkshire pigs raised on pasture and in confinement from  weaning 
to 91 kilograms and noted that the interaction of sire group w ith management 
system approached significance for rate of gain and backfat thickness. Salmela 
et al. (1960) com pared three kinds of crossbred pigs on three feeding regimes 
and obtained significant breeding by treatm ent interactions for average daily gain 
and for age a t 91 kilograms live weight.

Omtvedt et al. (1962) compared three lines of swine for growth and carcass 
traits on pasture and in confinement. The pigs on pasture were fed a shelled corn 
and protein supplem ent ration free-choice, and their litterm ates in confinement 
were self-fed a pelleted, vitamin-antibiotic fortified ration. Interactions of line of 
breeding w ith managem ent system were generally non-significant for the growth 
and carcass tra its  investigated in this study. This indicates that the lines res
ponded in a sim ilar m anner to the two environments tested, and in general, the 
best perform ing line under one set of environmental conditions was also superior 
under the o ther set of conditions.

Most studies of genotype by environment interactions in beef cattle involve 
lines or sire groups w ithin breed; however, there have been several involving 
different breeds and their reactions to ra ther different environm ental conditions. 
The form er group will be considered first. W oodward and Clark (1950) reported 
significant sire x  location interactions for b irth  weight, preweaning gain, postwean- 
ing gain and feed efficiency in data from 11 Hereford sire groups tested a t two 
locations. Weber (1951) found that steers sired by large-type bulls attained ade
quate fatness only on full feed in drylot, whereas those sired by medium-and 
small-type bulls developed satisfactory fatness in drylot, when grazed a season 
and then fed in drylot, and when fattened on grass as two-year-olds. Urick et al. 
(1957) reported genetic correlations among gains during three successive post- 
weaning growth periods; i. e., in drylot the first w inter on a growing-fattening 
ration, grazing the next summer, then in drylot on a fattening ration. These 
correlations between gains in the two drylot periods and between the pasture 
period and second drylot period were very high. The genetic correlation between 
the first drylot period and the pasture period was 0.45, indicating considerable 
genotype by environm ent interaction. Warwick (1972), using data from the Colo
rado Station concerning progeny tests of Hereford inbred lines a t eight locations 
in four states, reported that the lines tended to follow a consistent ranking 
pattern  in the various tests, both for preweaning and postweaning gain. Other 
workers (B rown and Gacula, 1962; Lagos and Cartwright, 1963; D illard et a l, 
1964; Ahlschwede et al., 1969) tested progeny groups on different nutritional 
environments. They reported no significant sire by environment interactions.

There have been several studies comparing the reactions of different breeds 
of cattle, particularly  Zebu and European, to different environmental conditions. 
In  Texas and California studies, Cartwrigth (1955) and R ollins et al. (1964) found
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that Brahm an and Brahm an crossbred cattle gained faster than Herefords in 
the sum m er but not in cooler months, thus dem onstrating G X E  interaction. 
R agsdale et al. (1957) raised heifers of the Shorthorn, Brahm an and Santa Ger- 
trudis breeds from about 3 to 15 m onths of age a t constant tem peratures of 10 °C 
and 27 °C. Fourteen-month body weights for the Shorthorns, Santa Gertrudis and 
Brahmans in the 10 °C and 27 °C environments were 334 and 247, 386 and 351, 
and 318 and 335 Kg, respectively. Numbers per treatm ent were small, bu t it is of 
in terest that the 27 °C tem perature affected the Shorthorns m ore than the two 
breeds with Zebu inheritance. Results from Florida (W arw ick, 1972) show that 
in both percent calves born and percent weaned, B rahm an cows exceeded Shor
thorns at low and interm ediate nutritional levels. At the high nutritional level, 
Shorthorns were superior. Data from two lines of Flerefords, one developed in 
M ontana and one in Florida and tested at both locations, indicate definite herd 
by location interactions (W arwick, 1972). The cattle from M ontana have performed 
poorly in Florida, bu t this poor perform ance may be due to adverse effects of 
the transfer on the dams and lack of resistance to respiratory  infections which 
may be a tem porary condition.

In  dairy cattle, results from studies in tem perate clim ates (K elleher et al., 
1967; M cDaniel and Corley, 1967) have generally shown little or no G X E in ter
actions for milk production. Sires tended to rank in much the same order 
regardless of the production level of the herd in which they were tested. An 
exception is the study by B ereskin and L ush (1965), which indicated tha t progeny 
tests in high-level herds may not accurately predict progeny perform ance in low- 
level herds. Warwick (1972) reported that when sire progeny groups were split 
and fed either all forage or forage plus grain, no sire by ration interaction for 
m ilk production occurred. Results of studies in India (P h illips , 1949; Amble and 
J a in , 1967), of crossing of im ported cattle w ith native breeds, have shown lowered 
milk production as Holstein-Friesian or Ayrshire breeding deviated from  1/2 or 
5/8 on either side. These data again indicate that G X E interactions do occur 
when environmental conditions vary widely. R amsey and Freeman (1965) and 
B urnside et al. (1972) reported very little evidence of interaction of twin pairs 
w ith feeding regimes for growth traits. B atra et al. (1973) reported sim ilar results 
for live m easurem ents and carcass traits.

The Canada Departm ent of Agriculture and the Virginia Agricultural Experi
m ent Station cooperatively studied genotype by environm ent interactions in sheep 
(Carter et al., 1971a, b; 1973). Ewes of two breed-crosses, N orth Country Cheviot 
X grade Canadian Leicester crossbreds, and H am pshire X (Ham pshire X Rambouil- 
let) backcrosses, were compared through five lam b crops at two locations: 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; and Glade Spring, Virginia, U. S. A. The same three 
Suffolk ram s were used each year a t both stations, and the entire group was 
replaced annually. There were im portant and statistically significant ewe-bred- 
cross by location interactions for percentage of ewes lambing, average lambing 
date, weight of lamb weaned per ewe mated, and b irth  and 120-day weights of 
lambs. Significant interactions were also found for carcass grade, dressing per
centage, and weight of loin. There was no evidence of interaction in any carcass 
m easurem ent when carcass weight was held constant. I t  was concluded that the 
N orth Country Cheviot by Leicester cross ewe is clearly superior under the environ-
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m ental conditions in Ontario, while the Ham pshire cross is better adapted to 
Virginia. The response of the lambs reflected similar breed X location effects in 
growth rate  and general size.

SUMMARY

Genotype by environm ent interactions occur in two forms. First, there is the 
classic situation where phenotypic expression of the various genotypes changes 
over environm ents in such a way that changes in rank occur. In the second case, 
the m agnitude of the phenotypic differences among the different genotypes chan
ges over environm ents, bu t changes in rank do not occur.

The question of the im portance of genotype by environm ent interaction in 
animal production systems m ust be answered tentatively. Certainly, they can and 
do exist. This has been shown to be particularly true of situations where environ
m ents are greatly different, such as tem perate versus tropical conditions. In  such 
cases, it seems clear tha t animal breeding procedures m ust recognize the unique 
environm ental conditions and m ust produce a separate strain  or breed for that 
particular niche. However, the bulk of the experimental inform ation indicates 
tha t when genetic groups w ithin breeds or when somewhat sim ilar breeds are 
subjected to a range of «favorable» environments, genotype by environment in ter
actions are, in m ost cases, not im portant. I t  should be pointed out that each 
genetic-environment situation is unique and m ust be tested experimentally if one 
is to be sure tha t the breeding procedure is near optimum.

A second question of considerable importance in the G X E  interaction situation 
is the one concerning the kind of environment under which selection should be prac
ticed. The experim ental w ork seems to be in agreem ent tha t progress from 
selection under unfavorable environmental conditions approaches or equals that 
under favorable conditions when the objective is to improve perform ance in the 
favorable environment. However, selection under unfavorable conditions con
sistently produced m ore response than did selection under favorable when the 
objective was im provem ent in the unfavorable or average environments. In 
general, experim ental inform ation does not indicate tha t one can expect to enhan
ce progress by selecting in an environment different from that in which the 
population is to be produced.

From the theoretical work, it is evident that the use of analysis of variance 
techniques has facilitated estim ating the genetic correlation for perform ance in 
more than two environm ents, as compared to the product-moment technique of 
averaging correlations from  all possible combinations of two environments.

RESUMEN

Las interacciones genotipo x  medio ambiente sobrevienen en dos formas. Una, 
es la clasica situacion en la que la expresion fenotipica de los diversos genotipos 
cambia bajo la accion am biental en tal forma que el or den de m erito se altera. 
Otra, en la que la m agnitud de las diferencias fenotipicas entre los diversos geno
tipos cam bia como consecuencia del medio, pero no se altera el orden de merito.
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La cuestion de la im portancia de la in teraction  genotipo X medio am biente en 
los sistemas de production animal no deberia, en principio, descartarse. Cierta- 
mente, puede existir y existe. Elio se ha dem ostrado ser particularm ente cierto en 
situaciones cuyos ambientes son muy diferentes, tales como las que existen en las 
condiciones tropicales frente a las de zonas tem pladas. En tales casos, parece claro 
que los sistem as de cria animal deben reconocer dichas condiciones ambientales 
existentes, adaptandose a ellas y pudiendo producir una estirpe o raza diferente 
para  cada nicho particular. Sin embargo, la m ayoria de las informaciones experi- 
mentales senalan que cuando los grupos geneticos existentes dentro de las razas, 
o cuando razas analogas son sujetos a una gama de medios «favorables», las inte- 
racciones genotipo x  medio carecen, en muchos casos, de im portancia. Parecerfa 
senalarse que cada situation genotipo/am biente es unica y debe ser probada 
experim entalm ente para estar seguros de que el program a de m ejora seguido en 
cada caso es el optimo.

Un segundo problema de im portancia considerable en la in teraction  geno
tipo X medio am biente es el concerniente a la clase de am biente bajo el que la 
seleccion ha de ser llevada a efecto; los trabajos experim entales parecen coincidir 
en que el progreso de la seleccion bajo condiciones desfavorables de medio se 
aproxima o iguala al que se lleva a efecto bajo  condiciones favorables. No obs
tante, la seleccion bajo condiciones desfavorables produce una respuesta mas 
consistente que bajo condiciones favorables cuando el objetivo es la m ejora de 
la productividad en este ultimo. En general, la inform ation experim ental no indica 
que pueda esperarse estim ular el progreso m ediante la seleccion en un medio 
ambiente diferente a aquel en el que la poblacion ha sido originada.

Desde el punto de vista teorico, es evidente que el empleo de tecnicas de ana- 
lisis de varianza ha facilitado el calculo de la correlation  para  el rendim iento 
zootecnico en mas de dos medios ambientes, com parandolo con la tecnica del 
producto-momento de correlaciones medias obtenidas a p a rtir  de todas las posi- 
bles combinaciones de dos medios ambientes.

RESUME

Les interactions genotipe x  milieu arrivent de deux manieres. L’une c’est la 
situation classique oil 1’expression phenotypique des divers genotypes change sous 
Faction du milieu de fagon telle que les categories genotypiques en sont 
alterees. L’autre, ou la grandeur des differences phenotypiques entre les divers 
genotypes change a consequence du milieu, mais les categories ne s ’alterent pas.

La question de l’importance de l ’interaction genotype X milieu am biant 
dans les systemes de production animale ne peut etre repondue qu'a fagon de 
tentative. Certainement, elle peut exister et existe. Ceci a ete dem ontre dans les 
situations dont les ambiances sont tres differentes, telles que celles qui existent 
dans les conditions tropicales, face a face de celles de zones tiedes. Dans un cas 
pareil, il est clair que les systemes d ’elevage anim al doivent reconnaitre les seules 
conditions de l’ambiance qui existent, en s ’adap tan t a celles-ci et en pouvant 
produire une lignee ou race different pour chaque niche particuliere. Cepen- 
dant, la p lupart des informations experimentales signalent que, quand les groups
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genetiques qui existent dans les races, cm quand les races analogues sont sujettes 
a una gamme de milieux «favorables», les interactions genotype x  milieu environ- 
nant n ’ont pas d ’im portance dans un grand nombre de cas. On devrait signaler 
que chaque situation genotype/m ilieu est unique, et qu’elle doit etre prouvee 
experim entalem ent afin d’etre surs que les precedes d ’elevage suivis dans chaque 
cas, sont les meilleurs.

Un deuxieme problem e ayant une importance considerable dans l ’interaction 
genotype x  milieu environnant, se pose quant a la classe d ’ambiance sous laquelle 
la selection devra etre realisee; les travaux experimentaux semblent coi'ncider 
sur le fait que le progres de la selection sous de conditions de milieu qui ne 
soient pas favorables, s ’approche ou egale celui qui est realise sous de conditions 
favorables. Cependant, la selection realisee sous de conditions qui ne sont pas 
favorables, produit une reponse plus consistante que sous de conditions favorables, 
quand 1 objectif est l’am elioration de milieux environnants defavorables ou moyens. 
En general, 1 inform ation experimentale n ’indique pas qu’on puisse esperer la 
stim ulation du progres p a r le moyen de la selection dans un milieu environnant 
different a celui ou la population a ete originee.

Du point de vue theorique, il est evident que 1’usage de techniques d'analyse 
de variances a rendu plus facile le calcul de la correlation quant au rendement 
zootechnique en plus de deux milieux environnants, en le com parant avec la 
technique du produit-m om ent de correlations moyennes, obtenues a p a rtir de 
toutes les combinaisons possibles de deux milieux environnants.
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